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Activities already done

- Inventory: Preparing a list for *Persian Heritage*
- Typology: Classification of different types in Persian architecture
- Bridging the Gap: Cooperation of documentation experts in information providing and information using:
  - *Dr. Zolfaghari: Photogrammetrist,*
  - *Dr. Malian: Photogrammetrist,*
  - *Mr. Malekloo: Architect,*
  - *Ms. Farzam: Architect;*  
  Head of Documentation Center in the Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization
- Structure: Establishing Borde-Kootah Consulting Engineering Co. focused on the documentation of *Persian Heritage*
- Intangible heritage documentation (landscape, dialects, customs, etc.)
- Prototypal studies: Designing a method for *effective documentation* of *Persian Heritage*
- Case studies: Implementation of the documentation method:
Surveying inaccessible monuments
Simultaneous operations of tacheometry and photogrammetry
Digital restitution of close range images
Tacheometry
Terrestrial laser scanning
Establishing control points using old photographs
Intangible heritage
Intangible heritage
Natural heritage of documentation site
Activities still to be done

• Regional coordinating: Identifying and planning for documentation of related monuments outside Iran to make an integrated *Persian Heritage Archive*: Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, Gorjistan, Azerbaijan, Iraq and Turkey.

• Regional case studies
• Final report
Pulchritudo splendor veritatis